New York Film Academy & RED Digital Cinema Present

- REDUCATION: RED DRAGON 6K TRAINING -

The New York Film Academy has partnered with RED Digital Cinema to offer an ongoing series of REDucation Workshops around the world.

Designed for both working professionals and those looking to enter the field, the REDucation Workshops provide an immersive experience in which attendees are able to gain a mastery over the RED EPIC (MYSTERIUM-X or DRAGON) camera and are overseen by RED’s certified instructors. The original RED ONE camera revolutionized digital cinema. With the Epic Dragon, RED continues to lead the way by giving filmmakers the most powerful tool to create images of unrivaled detail.

Each workshop is focused on training for the real world demands of Digital Cinematography and Ultra High Resolution Post-Production. Those wishing to attend will learn camera operation, the science behind RED cameras, REDCINE-X software, and workflows while working in small groups to film and view 4K footage.

In short, for those wishing to expand and improve upon their working knowledge of the RED Digital Camera packages, the REDucation Workshops are essential events.

Go Online at nyfa.edu for more information.